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This is the City of Wolverhampton Council’s Health and Safety Service Plan, dedicated
to the health and safety enforcement function. It covers all elements of responsibilities
relating to premises and functions falling within this Council’s remit for health and
safety enforcement as encompassed within the Health and Safety (Enforcing
Authority) Regulations 1998.
The Health and Safety Service Plan is an expression of this Councils commitment to
Health and Safety Enforcement and is a requirement of the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) as the body that monitors, audits, and broadly sets Councils’ activities
on health and safety enforcement. The format and content of this service plan
incorporates mandatory guidance issued by the HSE under Section 18 of the Health
and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974. This is the standard which, local authorities must
reach in relation to their priorities.
U.K. Health and Safety has undergone dramatic change over recent years. Through
its actions via LA Code of Practice 67/2 (Revision 10) (LAC 67/2) and modifications
to the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations
(RIDDOR). Health and Safety enforcement is confined to distinct nationally applied
high-risk areas or local intelligence-based enforcement. Consequently, the nationwide number of inspections has fallen dramatically to around 5% of what they were.
There is no longer a legal requirement to register premises for health and safety
enforcement and local authorities must rely on local ‘intelligence information’ to root
out poor practices. It is against this backdrop that local authorities must now perform.
Local authorities have latitude to respond to local risks however, as ‘matters of evident
concern’ and the authority have done this where in its opinion there is serious risk of
personal injury.
For 2021-2022 The City of Wolverhampton Council health and safety team will follow
the national LA Code of Practice – LAC 67/2. This includes national priorities such
Coronavirus and failure of shop signage in the retail industry, amongst others. The
Service will continue to investigate workplace accidents in keeping with national
selection guidance that identifies which accidents and incidents are worthy of
investigation and those which are not.
In 2020-2021 officers from within the service have been heavily involved in dealing
with the coronavirus pandemic. In 2020 the authority introduced the hugely successful
Covid Compliance Scheme to support businesses comply with guidance in relation to
Covid -19 and provide public reassurance that premises were Covid compliant. Since
1 April 2021 over 2600 visits have been made to businesses within the city to assess
compliance with these measures. Working alongside partner agencies such as the
police and public health we have developed and undertaken patrols, webinars,
meetings, and correspondence, which has all helped in the fight against the spread of
Covid -19. This essential work will continue in to 2022 and is listed as a priority area
of work for the service.

Emma Caddick
Service Lead
Environmental Health
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1.0

Aims and Objectives

1.1

To protect the health, safety, and welfare of people at work in Wolverhampton
and to safeguard others, principally members of the pubic, who may be
exposed to risks from the way that work is carried out. The Environmental
Health Service will follow the National Local Authority Enforcement Code. This
code defines ‘adequate arrangements for enforcement’ of health and safety
legislation at premises, which is requirement under section 18 of the Health
and Safety at Work Act 1974.

1.2

The service will prioritise their work based on the national priorities set by the
HSE, with the key objective to focus on the safety of the workforce and protect
them from work related ill health.

1.3

Proactive inspection will only be used for high risk premises or where
intelligence suggests that risks are not being effectively managed.

1.4

Staff will follow the incident selection criteria set by the HSE to determine
whether to investigate accidents, incidents, and cases of ill health.

1.5

Education plays an important part in improving health and safety standards
where local intelligence identifies sector issues we will consider undertaking a
proactive awareness campaign subject to resources.

1.6

Staff will defer to the Black Country Enforcement policy and the Enforcement
Management Model issued by the HSE when undertaking health and safety
enforcement.

2.0

Scope of the Health and Safety Service

2.1

The role of this service is to support, encourage and advise and where
necessary to hold to account businesses to ensure that they manage their
occupational health and safety risks. This will be through:


provision of advice, investigating complaints and accidents and inspection
only where specifically identified.



Acting as responsible authority in relation to the Licensing Act 2003
applications and as consultee in relation to relevant planning and building
control applications.



Commenting on proposed health and safety legislation, codes of practice,
guidance, and other official documents as necessary and as request



Promoting and enforcing as necessary the provisions contained in the
Health Act 2006, relating to smoke free workplaces and vehicles.
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Identification of body piercing activities (acupuncture, tattooing, semipermanent skin colouring, cosmetic piercing, and electrolysis) requiring
registration and prepare them for the issue of registration.

2.2

The team is available from 9:00 am – 5pm. Monday to Thursday and 9:00 am
– 4.30 pm on Friday. Out of Hours interventions are carried out where required.

2.3

Informal arrangements are in place for contacting senior officers regarding
matters arising outside of normal working hours e.g. accidents and incidents.

3.0

Service Delivery

3.1

The Health and Safety Executive has published a range of guidance for LA’s to
create a targeted regulatory programme.

3.2

In May 2013 the HSE published the National Local Authority Enforcement Code
(The Code). The Code provides Local Authorities (LA) with guidance on
intervention and enforcement programmes so that LA regulators take a
consistent and proportionate approach to their regulatory interventions. It also
sets out the Government expectations of a risk-based approach to targeting
health and safety interventions and enforcement.

3.3

The Code provides LA’s with a principles-based framework that focuses
regulatory resources on the basis of risk via a range of different regulatory
techniques and interventions. Advice to Local Authorities on targeting
interventions is contained in Local Authority Circular 67/2 (rev.10) which sets
out a list of national priorities and provides guidance on setting local priorities.

4.0

National Priority Projects

4.1

For 2021 - 2022 the HSE have set a number of topics which are deemed to be
of national priority. Many of these are repeated annually and there are some
new additions. The City of Wolverhampton Council will conduct the following
projects that have been identified as being a national priority: -

4.2

Coronavirus
Proactive/reactive visits and communications to businesses to ensure
that they are taking steps to make their workplaces Covid secure and that
they are fulfilling the duties placed upon them by health and safety legislation.

4.3

Duty to manage asbestos
Advisory information to be issued to religious premises and community
centres regarding their legal duties in relation to asbestos.

4.4

Failure of Shop Signage
Highlighting the importance of inspection and maintenance of signs to duty
holders in line with maker/installer recommendations during visits. Encourage
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duty holders to place all external signage in planned inspection/maintenance
regimes.
4.5

Gas safety in commercial catering premises
Raise awareness of the importance of gas safety during routine food hygiene
inspections. Where concerned officers to check with businesses during routine
visits that the gas has been installed by gas safe registered engineer.

4.6

Inflatable amusement devices
Production and distribution of advisory safety information to premises who are
likely to use devices or install these devices. Highlighting the importance of
safe installation and use.

5.0

Proactive Inspection

5.1

Proactive inspections will be undertaken where local intelligence suggests the
risks identified in Annex B of the LAC 67/2 health and safety guidance are not
being controlled.

6.0

Sports Ground Safety

6.1

Under the provisions of the Safety of Sports Grounds Act 1975 local authorities
are responsible for issuing and enforcing safety certificates in respect of any
sports ground in their area which has been designated by the Secretary of
State.

6.2

A safety certificate will set the permitted capacity for the sports ground
together with the detailed terms and conditions with which the ground
management must comply in order to operate the sports ground at its
permitted capacity.

6.3

The authority has four certified grounds:

6.4



Wolverhampton Wanderers Football Club



Wolverhampton Race Course



Aldersley Stadium



Monmore Green Stadium

The certified grounds are subject to inspections to ensure they are operating in
accordance with their safety certificates, the frequency of inspection varies for
different sites and is determined by risk.
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7.0

Health and Safety Complaints

7.1

Prior to the pandemic the Service received in the region of 150 requests for
service in relation to health and safety per year. This can range from enquiries
about health and safety law e.g. employers/proprietors’ duties, through to
complaints and “whistle blowers” detailing serious workplace conditions or
reports of dangerous practices.

7.2

All health and safety complaints received, including anonymous complaints are
prioritised and investigated in accordance with the good enforcement principle
of targeting, transparency, consistency and proportionality. Emphasis is placed
on those complaints that have the potential to cause most harm to employees
or the public.

7.3

All request for service are logged on to the back-office system (Idox) and any
action taken in relation to a complaint is logged on this system too.

8.0

Cooling Tower Registration

8.1

Many large factories and office blocks have cooling towers and evaporative
condensers associated with their air conditioning units. As there is a risk of
spreading legionnaires disease from these units all premises where cooling
towers and evaporative condensers are situated must register with the Council
under The Notification of Cooling Towers and Evaporative Condensers
Regulations 1992. There are currently 19 cooling towers registered with the
authority,

8.2

Registered premises within Wolverhampton which are enforced by the
Council for health and safety may be subject to an inspection / intervention
visit.

9.0

Liaison with other Organisations

9.1

The City of Wolverhampton Council are part of the West Midlands Health and
Safety Liaison Group (WMHSLG), who work together to produce common
policies, practices and procedures to aid consistency. The group also organises
regular training programmes for enforcement officers.

9.2

As a Council we liaise with other organisations as appropriate such as the Fire
Rescue Service and the Police.

9.3

The service also advises and liaises with other services within the Council,
including Building Control, Planning and Licensing.

9.4

Safety Advisory Groups have been set up for certified grounds, their function
is to provide specialist advice to the local authority so it can discharge its
functions under the Safety of Sports Grounds Act 1975 (1975 Act) and / or
Fire Safety and Safety of Places of Sport Act 1987.
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10.0

Health and Safety Partnerships

10.1

The City of Wolverhampton Council are partners with the HSE and the National
Association of Steel Service Centres to create the Steel Stockholding Lead
Authority Partnership, which has been in existence now for over 20 years. This
has created published industry guidance, training and guidance for both
industry and officers has been developed through this group.

10.2

The Council has a developed a Primary Authority Partnership with Marston’s
PLC. The partnership will primarily focus on health and safety, food hygiene
and standards.

11.0

Resources

11.1

Staffing Allocation
Within the Environmental Health team there will be the equivalent of 2.5 FTE
Senior Environmental Health Officers dedicated to the delivery of health and
safety enforcement.

11.2

A breakdown of the proportions of time spent on operational and managerial
duties dedicated to health and safety is detailed below:

Job Title

No
FTE

% Health and Safety

FTE

Service Lead
Commercial Group 3

1.0

30%

0.30

Inspectors

2.5

100%

2.5

Total

11.3

3.5

2.8

Whilst it is the intention of the Service to undertake the work outlined in the
service plan this will continue to be subject to the level of resource and the
emerging issues, which arise during the year.

